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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of the structure of a finite dimensional 
associative algebra A with radical N f 0 (i.e. the ideal of 
all properly nilpotent elements), the Wedderburn Principal 
Theorem (1) is a high point. It gives separability of the 
quotient algebra A/N as a sufficient condition for each ele­
ment of A to be written uniquely as the sum of an element in 
M plus one in a semisimpie (i.e. one having zero radical) sub-
algebra S of A. In such a case A is written as S + N. This 
property of decomposition of each element is termed "cleavage" 
and has been studied in the more general context of rings 
by Vinograde (2) and others (3). 
The present problem will be to find conditions for the 
cleavage of a special class of direct product algebras* The 
direct product of two finite dimensional associative algebras 
B and C over a field F is defined as follows. All linear 
combinations of formal products {b cj, b e B, c«C with coeffi­
cients in P, where f(b c) = (f b) c = b (f c) = f(c b) for 
f e F, form a direct product algebra written as B Xp C. If 
^b^l and are bases of B and C respectively over F, 
then one possible basis for B Xy C is the set {b^ c^} of mn 
formal products. In case C is itself a field extension of F, 
then the ring B Xg, C may be considered as an algebra over the 
extended field C with dimension that of B over F. 
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The algebra A to be considered will be the direct product 
L X-g M of two field extensions L and M of K (having prime 
characteristic p). L will always be finite pure inseparable 
over K (i.e. L is finite dimensional over K and there exists 
a single smallest natural number e such that h e L implies 
h^6e K; pe will be called the exponent of L over K) while M 
(to be identified with 1 Xg M) will be arbitrary over K when 
A is taken as an algebra over M. When A is taken as an 
algebra over K or L = L 2^ 1 then M will also be considered 
as finite pure inseparable over K. The conditions for cleav­
age will be sought in terms of the structural properties of 
L, M, and the composite L M. 
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II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
It is appropriate at this point to first give a theorem 
c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  c o m p o s i t e  L  M .  I f  L I K  
(read as L over K) and M|K are given with L and M not neces­
sarily contained in a common overfield, then a composite of 
L and M is defined as follows : let Q be any field containing 
-</>-> •— ce—> 
M and containing also an L, E K such that L : L ( = denotes 
1 K 1 K 
an isomorphic mapping which leaves elements of K unchanged) 
and such that Q, is generated by L^ and M. Then Q, is called 
a composite of L and M. If L and M are contained in a common 
overfield, then an obvious composite is the field generated 
by them. Two composites and Q,g are called equivalent if 
Q-i = 0,9. The uniqueness, in the sense of equivalence, of the 
M 
present composite is essentially proven on page 6 and will be 
assumed here. 
Theorem 1. If LlK is pure inseparable and M I K is ar­
bitrary, then there exists a unique pair of subfields (L1, 
M*) such that L - LT — K, M hMÎ2K and L* g M*. Also the pair 
K 
is maximal in the sense that for LaLM2 Lf, and 
L" ^  M", then M" = M* and L" = L'. In addition the com-
K — y—> 
posite L M, generated by L, and M such that L = L,, has 
1 K 
^(L*) = M* = Lxn M. 
Proof. Define M* - L^O M and L* = (M*) so that 
L2l»iK and MsM'sK. The pair (Lf, MM is uniquely defined 
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such that^(L') = M* = L^fi M so it only remains to prove 
the pair maximal. If the pair (L!, M*) is not maximal then 
there exists a pair (LM, M") such that L" = M" and either 
K 
L 2 LHJ£ L* or In case LE Lm^ Lf there exists a 
non zero h e L" - L* with image ;Mh) = m e M" such that 
ne _e 
hy s m? = k e K for some smallest natural number e (p is the 
prime characteristic of K). Now f(h) ^  m since f (h) £ M* so 
there exists a nilpotent element f (h) - m in L M of index pe. 
Similarly in case M2 M"^ Mf there exists a non zero mf e M" -
M' with image (mf) = h'e L" such that = h,pf = k'eK. 
Since f(h*) ^  m* there exists a nilpotent element <Hhf) - mf 
in L M of index pf. Thus the pair (L#, M») is maximal. In 
all that follows the above M* will be denoted by E, 
Next consider a field F of prime characteristic p such 
that {jF I FPj, the degree of F over Fp, is finite. Thus F is 
finite pure inseparable over F# and there exists a minimum 
set of elements £a^}^ that will generate F j F^. Each a^ 
will satisfy a pure inseparable and irreducible equation 
xp - s 0 for r^6 Fp and i = 1, 2, .n. That is r^ has 
no pth root in FP. Thus [F I F® ] - pn and n will be called 
the "degree of imperfection" of F. 
Becker and Mac Lane (4) have shown that n is the maximum 
of the minimum number of generators required for any finite 
algebraic extension of F. This minimum number of generators 
in any case is called the multiplicity of the extension over 
F. They have also shown that if jF I FPJ is infinite, then 
for every natural number m there exists a finite algebraic 
extension of F requiring m generators. It is known that 
every finite algebraic extension of a perfect field is simple 
(i.e. has multiplicity one), and from the above it is seen 
that this is also true of a field having degree of imperfec­
tion one. Any field of prime characteristic which is of 
either of the two previously mentioned types is called "al­
most perfect". 
The following notation will be used throughout. For L 
finite pure inseparable over K and M arbitrary over K define 
A = L Zg. M as an algebra over M, where L ISA will be de­
noted by Lo. In the composite L M the original L will be 
identified and E = LOM. Also identifying M with 1 ME A, 
the structure is as pictured with descending lines used to 
denote inclusion. 
K 
Figure 1. Structure of algebra and composite 
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Let {a^j^ be a basis for L I K and the corres­
ponding one for L 0 | K. Then A = £ M . b j and L M = £M • a^ 
suggesting the homomorphism JT mi —^mi ai °f A onto L M. 
For N the kernel, A/N = L M, with X0, M, and K the images in 
A = A/N of L, M, and K in L M (the bar will always denote the 
homomorphic image of a subset of A in A). The above iso­
morphism may be considered as an algebra isomorphism over L, 
M, or K according as the scalar field is treated in 7i as 
T„, M, or K respectively. La, M, or K is just the collection 
of equivalence classes in % each of which contains exactly 
one element of L0, M, or K. If pe is the exponent of L I K 
and d a nilpotent element of A, then for d =^m^ b^, m^£M, 
dP® = 2Lmi bj =2= (Z7% a^)?6 = 0 so2mi E L M 
is zero and deN. Thus N contains the radical. Also for 
d*e N, df =27^1 bjf-^^m^ a^ = 0 so dfpQ = JTm^8 b^e = 
m£Pe ®iP° = 0 and d* is nilpotent. Hence N is the radical 
of A. 
If A cleaves over any of the aforementioned three fields, 
then A = S + N where S is a semis impie subalgebra of A over 
the respective field. A maps homomorphically onto S with 
kernel N so A/N = S as algebras over the respective field. 
Since A/N = L M, then S = L M as algebras over L, M, or K 
with L treated in S as L0. Let u = 1 Xj 1, the unity element 
0 
of A. be written as s + n for se S and n<= N. Now uP = u = 
sPe + nP6 s s^8e S. Thus S has the same unity element as A 
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which means S contains L0, M, or K when A aleaves over Le, 
M, or K respectively. Conversely if there exists a field S 
in A containing L0, M, or K and isomorphic to L M over L, M, 
or K respectively, the dimension of the vector space sum 
S + N £A is that of A over the respective field so A = S + N. 
Thus A cleaves over that field. It is clear that when M is 
finite pure inseparable over K that cleavage over M implies 
such over K. The above results are summarized in the follow­
ing theorem. 
Theorem 2. A = L XK M cleaves over L0, M, or K is and 
only if there exists in A a field S containing L0, M, or K 
and isomorphic to the composite L M as algebras over L, M, 
or K respectively. 
One more useful result is given by Pickert (5) in the 
canonical construction of a field L which is finite pure 
inseparable over a base field K» Let p be the prime charac­
teristic of K, then there exists a minimum set of generators 
{a^j^ for L I K such that a^ = f± (a^1, a^1, ..., a 
for 1 = 1, 2, ..., m. Here = p®1, ei>e1+1, and f± (x^, 
x2, ..., x^_^) are polynomials with coefficients in K such 
that the power of x^ is < (qj/q^) for j = 1, 2, ..., i-1. 
Also for any other minimum set of m generators there is an 
ordering of them which will satisfy polynomials (possibly 
different) having the same specifications as the f^ and using 
8a 
exactly the same q,. 
For M arbitrary over K there exists a canonical set of 
r •)m 
generators [a^^ of L IK such that an initial segment 
({a,j}™ , m14 m) of them canonically generate L M I M as fol­
lows: a^l = a2qi, a^jl for qj = poi, 
e^e^+ , e^< e^, i = 1, 2, •••, m with = 1 for i = m* + 1, 
m* + 2, m. If the algebra A = L XK M (over M) is con­
sidered with fbj] 2, generating L01 K exactly as the above set 
{a^]™ generates L I K and L M | M, then Pickert gives a basis 
for the radical N of A. Define w^ = b^qi - g^ (b^^^ , bg^^, 
.b^l^) for i = 1, 2, m. If fwjJ ^  is the set of all 
non zero wj then a basis of N over M consists of the power 
fmf °-*i n TO , 
products V 7T-bi TT w, {, where 0 4 ^  < q., 0 4 Tj < r., 
L i=i j=l '3 J i J j 
n 
fS1 T. > o, and r, is the index of the radical element w., It j—1 J J j 
is clear that the index of the radical K is ^  the exponent of 
L J K. 
8b 
III. SOME CASES FOR K = E 
Theorem 1. If A = L Xg M and L I E is simple then A is 
a field and hence cleaves over M. 
Proof. L I E simple implies L M / M is also simple so if 
e _e 
b generates L0 I E just as a generates L I E, then bP = aP = 
k £ (E - M^) for some e. Since L0H M = E, this implies that b 
satisfies an irreducible equation over M so A s M (b) is a 
field isomorphic to L M = M (a). 
Corollary. For A = L Xg M and E almost perfect, A is 
a field. 
Proof: If E is almost perfect and L I E finite, then 
L / E is simple and by Theorem 1 A is a field» 
Theorem 2. If A = L Xg M and L M I M is simple, then 
A | M cleaves. 
Proof. The canonical set fa^}™ of Pickert generating 
r 
L 1 E may be chosen so a^ will generate L M I M. Let {bjj ^  
be the corresponding set generating Lj E. Now a^l = 
k1 e (M - Hp) and a^^ = k e (E - Ep), so since L p M = E 
then q^ = q^. Thus b^1 = k G (M - Mp) and M (b%) = L M = 
M (a^) as algebras over M, so A I M cleaves by Theorem 2, 
Chapter II. It is interesting to note that in this oase A 
need not be a field. (See the example of Pickert (5) on 
pages 95, 96. ) 
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Corollary. For A - L Xg M and M almost perfect, 
A I M cleaves. 
Proof. Since M is almost perfect and L M ! M finite, 
then L M I M is simple and by Theorem 2 A j M cleaves. 
A special case for cleavage is for A = L 2^ M to be a 
field. A criterion for this is given by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3» A = L Xg. M is a field if and only if K = 35 
and q^ = q* for 1 = 1, 2, ..., m. 
Proof. Since q^ > p for i = 1, 2, ..., m the second 
part of the theorem implies in particular that m = m*. The 
existence of the case m = m? for general m can be easily 
seen by considering in the composite L M the field 
L1 - K (aj.1 a2, am, ). Then clearly L* M = L M and the 
multiplicity of I' I K equals that of 1' M I M. 
Let m = 1, q^ = q*, and K = E, then by Theorem 1 A is 
a field. Using an induction on m, assume all algebras L Xg M 
are fields for which m = s, K = E, and q^ = q^ for i = 1, 2, 
..., s. Consider an algebra A = L Xg M for which q^ = q^ for 
i = 1, 2, ..., s+1 and m = s+1. The subalgebra Lf Xg M for 
L* = E (a%, a2, ..., ag) is such that L* AM = E = L»fi M, 
where L»o = L* Xg 1. Also q^ - q^ for i = 1, 2, ..., s so 
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by hypothesis A' = L' Xg M is a field. Now A = Af [bg+1] so 
if bs+i can be shown to satisfy an irreducible equation over 
A1, the induction will be complete. Since qg+^ = Q.g+^» 
a"8+1 is an element of Lf with no pth root in L* M. The 
homomorphism of A* onto LT M is an isomorphism, and if g in 
A1 corresponds to a S+^ in L* M then b^s*^ = g e(A* - AtP) so 
s+1 s+i 
bg+^ satisfies an irreducible equation over A* and A is a 
field. 
Conversely if L XK M is a field then K must equal E for 
otherwise there exists an element h e(E - K) with image h* 
in L0, using the isomorphism L0£f L which leaves the elements 
of K invariant. Since L0fl M = K, h ^  hf but hP6 = hf^6 for p® 
the exponent of L I K. Thus there exists a nilpotent element 
in I, Xg M contrary to the field assumption. The usual homo­
morphism of L Xg M onto L M now becomes an isomorphism, and 
for the present L 0 will be identified with L so L Xg M = L M. 
For L* = E (a1# a2, . an), n <m, no element in L - L can 
be represented in Lr Xg M since it would then have two dis­
tinct representations in L X™ M as an algebra over M. Thus 
n+l 
n+i un+l ^n+l 
m = m* and since a^°** ei' Xg M and a^+^ e L, then a^^ = 
•Jjï1 so qn+1 = 1' for tt = 0, 1, .... - - l. 
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17. M AN INBETWEEN FIELD OF L AND K 
It should be noted that for L 2 M 2 K, M I K Is finite 
pure inseparable with L M = L and thus L Xg M will always 
cleave over L 0 and K. The image of M in L „ will be denoted 
by Me. The structure is pictured below with Ms; M and 
Figure 2. Modified structure 
Considering A as an algebra over L „ the subring M XG M = B 
is taken as an algebra over M0 = M XG 1. Since B I M0 cleaves, 
with Njl as the radical of B, it can be written as B = M0+ N^ . 
In going to A | L0 any basis of B | M a (such as the basis 
of M I K) will remain the basis of A I L 0 since [B I M J = 
[A I L J = [M I K ] . Thus the basis of N^ | MFL can be used 
over Le to obtain the new radical N of A I L0. 
If in addition M I K is simple, generated by a, with b 
similarly generating M0 | K, then the radical N of A has a 
particularly simple form. Since b may be considered as a 
canonical generator of Pickert, a basis for the radical of B 
L H M = E = M. 
A 
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is formed as follows. Let a^1 = b^1 = keK with = 1. 
Now w' = b - gi for g, g M (for notation see Chapter II), 
! X 
and since a^l = g^, a = g^ so w| = b - a = / 0. Thus 
the radical N^ of B will have a basis consisting of powers 
of (b - a) from one up to one less than the index r of (b - a). 
Now (b - a)^l = k - k = 0 so r < q^. But B = Mo + N^ as alge­
bras over Mo so [N^ I MJ = [b I M 6] - [M 0 / M„] = q1 - 1 
and thus all powers of (b - a) from one to q^ - 1 must be 
used as a basis. This implies that N, = 20 M . (b - a)1, 
and from the previous discussion the radical N = Lo. (b -a) . 
<3 <{'<3, 
One result of the above is that the index of N is q^, and 
this fact is used in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1» If L 2 M 2 K and LI K is simple, then A = 
L 2g. M cleaves over M if and only if M = K or M = L. 
Proof. If M = K then L Xg. M is the field L , while if 
M = L it is clear by Theorem 2, Chapter II that cleavage oc­
curs. So assume L 3 M ? K. Pickert (5) proves that for 
L, I K simple with Le = K (b), every inbetween field can be 
written as K (b#* *), where bP6 = keK for smallest e and 
0 < f < e. For L 0 2. Mn 2. K, M „ can be written as K (bP9 f) 
for 0<f < e. If A I M cleaves there exists a field S 2 M 
such that S = L as algebras over M which means in particular 
that the elements of K are invariant. Under this isomorphism 
13 
let a in S correspond to b in L0, and thus aP = bP6 = kéK. 
Consider the element <k. = (b - a) ; since <*Pe = k - k = 0 then 
< €. N so let r be the index of <=t . Now ocP6™^ = bP^^-aP0""^ 
i 0 since bP®"1 £ (M0 - K), aP9"1e (M - K) and M0HM = K. 
Thus pe~l < r < pf since p^ = q^ is the index of N and this 
implies e - 1 < f or e.<f. But f < e by a previous con­
sideration so a contradiction results and A \ M does not 
cleave. This proves the theorem. 
A next case in the order of difficulty is to consider 
L £ M 2 K with L ) K having a multiplicity of two. Here it-
is convenient to have M I K of multiplicity one with M a 
canonical inbetween field of PickertTs form. With M there 
will be associated a unique set q^ = p®^, q2 = p®2 of in­
tegers as well as a canonical polynomial (not necessarily 
unique) f(x) = kjX1 with k^eK and N < (q1/q2)» For 
M0 = K (b^), L0= M (bg) such that b^ = keK and = 
f (b^2), the following theorem will give a criterion for the 
cleavage of L Xg M. 
Theorem 2. If L 2 M 2 K, L I K has multiplicity two, 
M I K has multiplicity one with M canonical inbetween L and 
K with canonical polynomial f (x) = JE3 k* x\ then A = L M d«£c ^ /V 
cleaves over M if and only if k^ /q2 exist in L for i = 0, 1, 
• •• , N. 
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Proof. If A i M cleaves then there exists an a2 e A 
such that a2^2 = f (a^^2),where in M corresponds to b^ 
in M0 çLe. Considering A as an algebra over L0, 
A = JE3 L . a^ so a0 = h, a. for h. G L . Then a0^2 = oA'<4, ° 1 2 0v<t'<2, 11 i o 2 
^7 h,9-2 a^2 - a 2^. Using the well known algorithm 
1 
"*• a i i$ A/ "L 
i <12 = ^i si + ri for 0 ^  r^<q^ and for i = 1, 2, ..., N. 
SO A1^  , A^ i 3^ 1=1 . k9i a'i . b«l«i a'i =[B^ J *2 ^ 1, 
where fb®1 ||J = In I . Thug 25 h^2 a ^  = ZX a j92, 
L 
' 
X «•$«/* M J 1 
with M < (q1/q2) since r^ = iq2 ~q^s^= q2(i - s^) = 
q p 
jq2* By uniqueness of the representation of a2~ by the basis 
{a^}^!"1, kj = dj 2^ for j =0, 1, ..,, M = N, 
Conversely assume k^ = d^2 for j =0, 1, ..., N and 
d.e Le, Construct 2à9-2 a ^2 =F2d1 a.^ q2 =?k1 a.^2 _ 
j j 1 3 ^ J J 
f (a-,^2) so there exists an a9 = ai such that a » 2 = 
* 4 ^ i/ i J X 
f (a^ 2) which implies that there exists an S s=A such that 
S = L as algebras over M, so A I M cleaves and the theorem 
is proved. 
Corollary. If L =2 li 2-K, L I K has multiplicity two, 
and M | K has multiplicity one with M canonical inbetween L 
and K, then L Xg- M cleaves over M if K has a degree of im­
perfection of two. 
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Proof. Pickert *3 (5) Theorem 19 on page 94 states that 
if the degree of imperfection of the base field K equals the 
multiplicity m of the field extension L, then all qmth roots 
of elements in K are found in L. In particular each k^ of 
the canonical polynomial would have a q2th root in L and so 
LïjM cleaves over M by Theorem 2. 
The above method of proof can be applied to a slightly 
more general problem. Let L2M2K with L I K having mul­
tiplicity m while M is canonical between L and K with M I K 
of multiplicity m - 1. If in addition q-^ = q2 = ... = ^m-l 
with L0 = M (bm) such that b^ = fm (b^\ b^, ..., b^), 
then L XK M cleaves over M if and only if the coefficients of 
the polynomial fm (x^, x2, ..., x^), which are in K, have 
q^th roots in L0 (or equivalently in L). 
A corollary similar to the one above can also be stated 
in this case. That is, a sufficient condition for cleavage 
is obtained when the multiplicity of L I K is equal to the 
degree of imperfection of K. 
16 
V. THE GENERAL CASE 
Returning to the case of M I K arbitrary, a general 
theorem for cleavage can be obtained using the multiplica­
tion tables of L M I M and L I K for any particular pair of 
bases they may have. The following notation will be used: 
let {a^} i be a basis for L ) K with {b^}^ the corresponding 
one for LJ K, both having the multiplication table 
{*if} ijkso that ai aj ak 'ijand bi bj = 
Ç bk 'id 1 Th8 subscripts ,£ , l13 
all take on values of an index set having as its cardinal 
number the dimension of L I K. In contradistinction super-
£ 
scripts such as { j ZT , will take on values of an in­
dex set having as its cardinal number the dimension of L M | M. 
The symbol j* following an equation will in particular mean 
J 
that i in the equation takes on values from one index set and 
j takes on values from the other one. Thus {c^j will be a 
basis for L M | M with multiplication table (fi It is 
clear that 6 K and The following theorem will 
use the above notation. 
Theorem 1. A = L 2^ M cleaves over M if and only if 
there exists a set {m^^* of elements in M satisfying the 
equations Z>la =Z>ij ®kv 1^* 
Proof. The cleavage will depend upon being able to build 
an algebra S £ A isomorphic over M to L M. This is equivalent 
17 
to finding a set of elements in A such that cj = 
Jt, p^  Supposing that such cj exist and con­
sidering A as an algebra over M (i.e. A M . b^), 
t i C 
ci = ^  mis bs ' so î2mls bg) bt) = 
22 "is "jt »s "t = ^ Pl!j =k = Èfij \ I13-
Also 2mla mjt dlt bT = by |lj so 
£; mis mjt *si = é/*!* |« • 
Conversely suppose there exist * satisfying the last 
above equations, then the steps may be reversed back giving 
the existence of c* = 2H bg having £as multipli­
cation table over M thus proving the theorem. It should be 
noted that the above criterion is in terms of only the struc­
tures of L I K, L M I M and M. 
In Chapter 17 there are obvious examples of the algebra 
A = L Xg M which do not cleave over M. Since cleavage over 
K (it is here assumed that M is also finite pure inseparable 
over K) is less restrictive it may be asked if there are any 
cases of A which do not cleave over K. As a preliminary to 
an example which will show that such cases do exist, the 
following lemma will be proved. 
Lemma 1. In all cases for A = L XgM, A? D K £ (L M)Pfl K, 
and if A I K cleaves then AP fl K = (L M)p fl K. 
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Proof. In the usual homomorphiam of A onto L M, It is 
clear that Ap maps onto (L M)p. Those elements of A which 
are in M are invariant under the homomorphiam and thus the 
elements of K are also invariant. These results imply that 
Ap fl K Ç; (L M)Pn K. If now A | K cleaves there exists an 
S 5 K such that S = L M as algebras over K. Since S and L M 
both have K in common it is clear that an element k e K which 
is the pth power of an element in L M will also be a pth power 
of an element in S £ A. Thus APZ1 K 5 (L M)p/1 K and so 
Ap r\ K = (L M)P f> K. 
lor the example let P be a prime field of prime charac­
teristic p, and let s and t be independent indeterminates 
over P. Define K = P (s, t), L = K (a), M = K (c), where 
aP^ = s and cP^ = s tp so aP = s^p and cp = s^/pt. Now 
K (aP) = K (s1//p) and K (cp) = K (s1/,pt) = K (sly/p). Also 
L M = M (a) = K (a, c) = K (s1^2, s1^2 t1^) = 
K (s1/?2, tly/p). Thus (L M)p = Kp (sly/p, t) = Pp (sp, tp) 
(s1/5, t), where the latter notation means that sp and tp 
give transcendental extensions to pP while s^p and t give 
algebraic ones to the field Pp (sp, tp). Now Pp = P as 
it is a Galois Field and thus perfect. Also P (sp, tp) 
(s1//p. t) contains the integral domain P fs, t] and hence 
its quotient field P (s, t) = K. Thus (L M)P.2 K so (L M)PflK = 
K. 
2 
In the algebra A = L.2^ M let L0 = K (b), where bp = s 
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and bp is one pth root of s in A. The single pth root of s 
in L M is denoted by sVp. A as an algebra over M can be 
written A = fÇ . M . b* so AP = Mp . b*p, where in the 
last expression the powers of b indicated are not necessarily 
a basis for Ap I Mp. Now Mp = Kp (cp) = P (sp, tp) (s^/pt) 
so (tP) ^ and s tp are in Mp which implies that s e Mp. Since 
bp = s €MP for the smallest power of b, Ap = Mp . b^p, 
where the powers of b indicated here do form a basis for 
Ap I Mp. If t is assumed to be in Ap it must be in yp for 
otherwise it would have two distinct representations in A 
using the basis {b^jp2~^. Since Mp = P (sp, tp) (s^pt), 
the assumption of t e Mp implies also that s^^p e and 
thus s e yp. This gives K £ Mp and so the pth roots of all 
elements in K are in M. But by Theorem 19 on page 94 of 
Pickert (5), only when the multiplicity of the field extension 
equals the degree of imperfection of the base field does the 
extension contain all pth roots of the base field. In the 
present case the multiplicity of M I K is one while the de­
gree of imperfection of K is clearly two. This contradiction 
shows tha t t cannot be in Ap so Ap fl K ^  K. Thus Ap fl K / 
(L M)p f) K and by Lemma 1 A does not cleave over K. 
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71. EXTERNAL CRITERIA 
It is desirable in the present problem to obtain condi­
tions for the cleavage of A = L Xg M in terms of the proper­
ties of L, M, and L M. It is also quite natural in such an 
investigation that conditions for cleavage will become ap­
parent which are in terms of other properties of the algebra 
itself. Some of these conditions, which have been termed ex­
ternal , will be brought out in the following theorems. 
Theorem 1. If A = L X% M and L2 M 5.K, then A / M 
cleaves if and only if there exists a ring endomorphism of A 
— ¥ 2» 
which is an extension of the natural isomorphism Mo= M, where 
K 
M, is the image of M in L 0 - L X^ 1, 
Proof. If such an endomorphism exists, the L0 has a 
homomorphic image Lr containing M. Since M ^ 0 the homomor-
phism is an isomorphism and so Lf = L M = L as algebras over 
M. Thus A / M cleaves. 
Conversely if A I M cleaves there exists an Lf 2. M such 
that Lf = L as algebras over M. This implies in particular 
that the elements of K are invariant under the isomorphism so 
there exists the following isomorphism L = L* which is clearly 
— <f —? & 
an extension of Me = M. In the following notation the eon-
K 
ventions of Chapter 7 regarding subscripts, etc., will be used. 
Let £bj]* be a basis for L, I K with the subset a basis 
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for M 0 I K having the multiplication table ^ v^|s*v such 
that b^ bj = 23 bs l^e Similarly let fa^j1 and 
[a^jj be the corresponding bases for Lf I K and M / K re­
spectively with the same multiplication table. Considering 
A as an algebra over K, A = K . a^ bj , which suggests 
the single valued mapping x = J?i, k^j a^ bj ° > ^7 k^j a^ 
of A onto A1 = K . 8j b^. The procedure is now to show 
that <9 is an endomorphism. Let x = i ai b • and y = 
J f 4 
ai bj be two arbitrary elements in A with images xf 
and y» respectively under the mapping & . 
(% + y)' = + k^j) aj bj, = x' + y* . 
Also 
(xy)1 = 
,^ kij k3t 8i S3 "j "t ] ' = 
,Sk« au bv] ' -
while 
x' y' = 4 kij kàt aj at bi bs 5 
z: k't *«, K]t aT bu -(XT)'. 
To see that the endomorphism & is an extension of ^, as­
sume ai = bi = 1 and consider for arbitrary h fc L0, 
h = it) k^ b^ —27 ai = h' é L'. Thus the the­
orem is proved. 
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There are certain symmetries in the above development, 
such as L0HM = K and L1 D M a = K, which suggest that in 
some cases <$> may be an automorphism. This possibility will 
be pursued a bit further here. Let R be the kernel of <9 so 
J 
A/R = A' as algebras over K. If zi k^j a^ b^ = 0 is any 
representation of zero in A* and a^ = b^ + n^ j3 for n^ ^ N, 
the radical of A, then on substituting (bj + nj ) 
(a^ - n^) = k^j a^ bj - n = 0, for n e N so 
X, k^j a^ bj é N and R S N. R is thus a nilpotent ideal of 
A which must be properly contained in N (if N / 0) since A/N = 
L, A/R Z A*, and A* contains nilpotent elements (e.g. bg - a2). 
If R = 0 then & is an automorphism, otherwise it is not. In 
any case, since O maps M 0 onto M and M onto M0, there exists 
a sequence of overf ieIds of both M 0 and M which are isomorphic 
to L. This sequence may or may not terminate. 
A p-basis for a field F, having prime characteristic p, 
is constructed by transfinite induction as follows : well or­
der the elements in F - Fp and let the set P contain the first 
element and each element in turn which cannot be expressed as 
a polynomial in the previously chosen ones with coefficients 
in Fp. It is then clear that F = Fp (P), and for any finite 
subset £a^ J of P the relation [fp (a^, a2, ..., an) | F- pn 
holds. 
Consider a ring R of prime characteristic p having radical 
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N such that R = R/N is a field. Also let NPe = 0 for some 
natural number e . Narita (6) has shown that R contains a 
field S = R such that 3 = 5. The field S = RPe(D), where 
D is a p-basis for ÏÏ • The above results will be used to 
prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let A = L 3^ M and let M be finite pure in-
0 
separable over K such that (L M)P & K, then A f K cleaves if 
and only if AP1 D K = (L M)Pi f] K for i = 1, 2, ..., e-1. 
Proof. Reasoning exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1, 
Chapter V the condition is clearly necessary. To prove suf­
ficiency the procedure is as follows. Let F = L M and 
= [ïé(F - FP) I xP1 Ê K, xP1"1^ kJ for i = 0, 1, ..., e. 
Thus the collection of sets is a partitioning of F - F& 
into disjoint sets. Any p-basis of F must be chosen from 
e 
among the elements of F - FP = U G.. These elements may be < = o x 
well ordered such that all elements in G^ precede all those 
of Gj for i < j. Now a set D, algebraically independent over 
0 
FP , may be chosen as before by transfinite induction under 
the present ordering. D has the natural partitioning into 
e 
G G^ so that D = Thus F = FP (D) since D contains 
_6 
a p-basis D0 of F. If D 5 Da, then since F » Fp (D„ ), there 
exists a non zero d <= (D - De) which is a polynomial in ele­
ments of D with coefficients in FPe. But this contradicts 
the algebraic independence of D over FP , so D = D0. It is 
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0 
also clear that Q FP (Do, D^, D^) . 
0 i 
Now since every k e (K - FP ) equals aP for some 
a € (F - FP) with o 4 i < e, k is in jjP6(Do , Dlt ..., D^jP1 
C. FPe(DP1, D 1^, ..., 35P1). But I 1^ Ç K for j =0, 1,..., i 
so that every k in (K - FPe) is expressible as a polynomial 
in elements of K, as powers of p-basis elements, with coeffi­
cients in FP6. Now let be the p-basis of A corresponding 
to the p-basis D of F. will then denote a collection of 
representatives in A, with exactly one coming from each equiva-
0 
lence class of DA. Consider any k <£ (K - Fp ) , so that 
k = fPe (dP1, dj*, ..., d^ ) as a polynomial in d^ e with 
coefficients in FP*. In general of course there will be more 
than one distinct d^ from D^, but the above notation is suffi­
cient to illustrate the method. Each d^ has an image d^ in 
A such that dP* = d^ + n^ for n^ £ N. By the hypothesis, 
AP^ H K = FP^/1 K, so that dP* = d^P* for d^ e A. Thus 
= d]^  + n^ , which implies that d^  = dA^  + n^  for n* e N. 
Therefore d^ can be replaced in J)A by d^ such that 
i i 0 
dli = for all d^ in D. It is then clear that AP (D&) 
will generate K, so there exists an image APe(D^) of the com­
posite over K. Thus A I K cleaves and this completes the 
proof*of the theorem# 
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